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Abstract 

We discuss the numerical solution of eigenvalue problems for matrix 

polynomials, where the coefficient matrices are alternating symmetric and 

skew symmetric or Hamiltonian and skew Hamiltonian. We discuss several 

applications that lead to such structures. Matrix polynomials of this type 

have a symmetry in the spectrum that is the same as that of Hamiltonian 

matrices or skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian pencils. The numerical meth- 

ods that we derive are designed to preserve this eigenvalue symmetry. We 

also discuss linearization techniques that transform the polynomial into a 

skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian linear eigenvalue problem with a specific 

substructure. For this linear eigenvalue problem we discuss special factor- 

izations that are useful in shift-and-invert Krylov subspace methods for 

the solution of the eigenvalue problem. We present a numerical example 

that demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach. 

Keywords: matrix polynomial, Hamiltonian matrix, skew- 

Hamiltonian matrix, skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian pencil, matrix fac- 

torizations. 

AMS(MOS) subject classification: 65F15, 15A18, 15A22 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we discuss the numerical solution of k-th degree polynomial eigen- 

value problems 
k 

P(A)jv = SN My = 0. (1) 
1=0 

Polynomial eigenvalue problems arise in the analysis and numerical solution 

of higher order systems of ordinary differential equations. 
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Example 1 Consider the model of a robot with electric motors in the joints, 

[14], given by the system 

M(q)¢+h(q.q)+K(q—-p) = 0 — (robot model) 
Jp+Dp—-—V(q-p) = 0 (motor mechanics) (2) 

with K = K",V = V" positive definite, J diagonal and positive definite, D 

diagonal and positive semidefinite. 

Linearization (h(q,g) = Gq +Cq) and simplification (M(q) = M4) in the 

robot equations leads to an equation for the robot dynamics of the form 

Mig+Gq+(C+K)q- Kp=0, (3) 

with My = Mf positive definite, G = —G", and C=C". Solving this equation 

for p and inserting in the second equation of (2) leads to the polynomial system 

Mag) + Mzq® + Mog) + Mig + Mog = 0, (4) 

where 

M3 =G+KJ-'DK7'M4, 

Mo=C+K+KJ'DK'G+KJI'VK 'M,, 

M,=KJ-'(DK '!C+D+4+VK'G), 

and 

M) = KJ 'VK"'!C. 

The substitution q = ev then yields a polynomial eigenvalue problem of the 

form (1). 

A particular class of polynomial eigenvalue problems that we are interested 

in are those where the coefficient matrices form alternating sequences of sym- 

metric and skew-symmetric matrices. 

An application that motivates the study of this particular class is given by 

the following example. 

Example 2 The study of corner singularities in anisotropic elastic materials 

[1, 7, 8, 12, 15] leads to quadratic eigenvalue problems of the form 

\2Mv + AGu + Kv = 0, 

(5) 
M=M", G=-G", K=K™ 

The matrices are large and sparse, having been produced by a finite element 

discretization. M is a positive definite mass matriz, and —K is a stiffness 

matriz. Clearly, the coefficient matrices are alternating between symmetric and 

skew-symmetric matrices.



Polynomial eigenvalue problems with alternating sequences of symmetric 

and skew-symmetric matrices also arise naturally in the optimal control of sys- 

tems of higher order ordinary differential equations. 

Consider the control problem to minimize the cost functional 

ty k . . 

/ Sg)? Qiq® + u Rudt 
to j=0 

with Q; = P. subject to the polynomial control system 

k . 

> Mig? = Bult), (6) 
i=0 

with control input u(t) and initial conditions 

gd (to) = Gio, 1=0,1,...,4-1. (7) 

The classical procedure to turn (6) into a first order system of differential alge- 

braic equations by introducing new variables v; = z® fori =0,...,k—1 leads 

to the control problem Ei = Av + Bu(t) with 

M; —My,-4 —My,_9 .. MM, —Mo 

I I 

B= , A= ; 

I I 

I I 

UkK-1 B 

UkK_—2 0 

v= ; B= : , 

U1 0 

VO 0 

and the cost. functional bh 

| v' Qu +u! Rudt 
to 

with 

Qe-1 
Qr-2 

Q = 

Q1 
Qo 

Direct application of the Pontryagin maximum principle for descriptor systems 

[11] leads to the two point boundary value problem of Euler Lagrange equations 

fo er |[a}-[o Mr Ifa] 8 
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with initial conditions for v given by (7) and w(t,) = 0. Setting 

Wk-1 

& I 

wo 

partitioned as v, and rewriting the system again as a polynomial system in 

variables | j | where pp = wg_, leads to the polynomial two-point boundary 

value problem 

|| (-1)7-1Q; Me lf 65 | + 

  

j=l Ma; 0 pen 
k-1 je 

Miu | [eC TD (9) 
j=l Miya 0 pers) 

—Qo M¢ x 
—_1 pT = 0, M) —-BR'B Lb 

with initial conditions (7) and p“(t,;) = 0 for i = 0,...k — 1, where we have 

introduced the new coefficients Myi1 = Myyo =... = Moxy = 0. 

It follows that all coefficients of derivatives higher than k are singular. If 

the weighting matrices Q; are chosen to be zero for all i > k/2 then we have 

that all coefficients of derivatives higher than k vanish and (after possibly mul- 

tiplying the second block row by —1) we obtain an alternating sequence of 

symmetric and skew-symmetric coefficient matrices. The solution of this poly- 

nomial boundary value problem can then be obtained via the solution of the 

corresponding polynomial eigenvalue problem. 

Consider the following example. 

Example 3 Control of linear mechanical systems is governed by a differential 

equation of the form 

Mz+ Diz+ Ka = Bu, 

where x and u are vectors of state and control variables, respectively. Again the 

matrices can be large and sparse. The task of computing the optimal control u 

that minimizes the cost functional 

ty 

/ ' Qox +a! Qié +ul Rudt 
to 

leads to the system 

fro Li ]+[ > 0" | Li ]* Le one |[T]=o 
which is a special case of (9). The substitution 

al-e(s] 
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then yields the quadratic eigenvalue problem 

2 Qi: MT 0 —pDtl —Qo KT v | 
(|S 0 Jralp o |tl «© -Bret |) | w }=% 

(10) 
Clearly the coefficient matrices alternate between symmetric and skew- 

symmetric matrices. An alternate statement of (10) is obtained by swapping 

the (block) rows and introducing a minus sign: 

yz M 0 J,,/2 © ],[* —BR ‘BT v) 9 

1 

Now the structure of the matrices is not so obvious. The first matrix is Hamil- 

tonian, the second is skew Hamiltonian, and the third is again Hamiltonian 

(defined below). 

An example of a control problem governed by a third order equation is given 

in [5, 9]. 

Example 4 As a final example, consider the linear quadratic optimal control 

problem for descriptor systems [3, 11], which is governed by a first-order system 

of differential equations and leads to an eigenvalue problem of the form 

A  —BBtT v E 0 v 

fore “ar |[e Lo er|fa jae 
Now we have a first-order eigenvalue problem, but the structure of the matrices 

is the same as that of those in (11); one is Hamiltonian, and the other is skew 

Hamiltonian. If we rewrite (12) with the top and bottom rows interchanged and 

introducing a minus sign, we obtain 

CcT™C —AT™ v 0 ET v 

[Sa Sper] [Jaf eo |[ajae 0 
in which one matrix is symmetric and the other is skew symmetric. 

Because of the special structure of these problems, all of them possess a 

special spectral symmetry: the eigenvalues occur in {A, —\} pairs. This is the 

same symmetry as occurs in the spectra of Hamiltonian matrices. In this paper 

we will restrict our attention to real matrices, for which we have even more 

structure: the eigenvalues occur in quadruples {\,,—A,—A}. We call this 

symmetry Hamiltonian structure. 

In the following we introduce a general family of polynomial eigenvalue 

problems that includes (5), (10), and (13) (hence indirectly also (11) and (12)) 

as special cases, having the Hamiltonian eigenvalue symmetry. We then present 

general tools that can be used in solving eigenvalue problems of this type. 

Although these tools have practical importance, each one has its own intrinsic 

interest and beauty as well, so we discuss them separately from the applications.



In order to explain the tools, we introduce our general problem now. Let 

Mo, Mi, ... My be (large, sparse) matrices in R”™™. Consider the kth degree 

polynomial eigenvalue problem 

P(A)jv = SN My = 0. (14) 

Of greatest interest to us are the cases 

Mj =(-1)'M;, fori=0,...,k (15) 

and . 
M? =(-1)'*!M;, for i=0,...,k. (16) a 

In either case we will refer to re d'M; as an alternating pencil or alternating 

matriz polynomial, since the coefficient matrices alternate between symmetric 

and skew symmetric. Problems (5), (10), and (13) have the form (14), subject 

to (15). 

The following simple result is easily verified. 

Proposition 1 Consider the polynomial eigenvalue problem P(A)v = 0 given 

by (14) with an alternating pencil P. That is, either M? = (—1)'M; or Mf = 

(—1)'*!M, fori =0,...,k. Then P(A)v =0 if and only if v’ P(—A) = 0. 

In words, v is a right eigenvector of P associated with eigenvalue if and 

only if v! is a left eigenvector of P associated with eigenvalue —\. Thus the 

eigenvalues of P occur in quadruples {,d, —A, —X}. That is, the spectrum has 

Hamiltonian structure. It should be noted that for eigenvalues with real part 

zero, where A = —\} the quadruple may be only a pair. 

When m is even, there is a second way to write the matrix polynomial that 

is also useful. Suppose m = 2n, and define 

0 
Jon = ml 

where [,, is the n x n identity matrix. Often, in cases where the dimension is 

obvious from the context, we will leave off the subscript and simply write J 

rather than Jo,. Obviously J~! = J? = —J. A matrix H € R2”-?" is said to 

be Hamiltonian iff (JH)? = JH and skew Hamiltonian iff (JH)? = —JH. It 
is said to be symplectic iff (H)’ JH = J.If we multiply the matrix polynomial 

P(A) of (14) by J~! = —J, we obtain an equivalent problem 

k 

Q(A)v = SoA Nv = 0 (17) 
i=0 

with N; = —JM;,1=0,...,k. Ifthe M; alternate between symmetric and skew 

symmetric, then the N; alternate between Hamiltonian and skew Hamiltonian. 

Both (11) and (12) have this form. We may restate Proposition 1 in this new 

language.



Proposition 2 Consider the polynomial eigenvalue problem Q(A)v = 0 given 

by (17) with the coefficients N; alternatively Hamiltonian and skew Hamilto- 

nian. Then Q(A)v = 0 if and only if w™Q(—A) =0, where w = Jv. 

A matrix pencil H — AS is said to be a skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian 

(SHH) pencil iff H is Hamiltonian and S is skew Hamiltonian. An example 

is given by (12). An SHH pencil is a matrix polynomial of degree one that 

satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2 with H = No and S = —N,. Thus the 

eigenvalues of an SHH pencil occur in quadruples {,d, —A, —X}. The identity 

matrix Io, is skew Hamiltonian, so the standard eigenvalue problem H — Alon 

for the Hamiltonian matrix H is also an SHH pencil. Thus the spectrum of a 

Hamiltonian matrix also has the special structure, as we stated earlier. 

Having observed the particular structures, in the interests of efficiency and 

stability, any good numerical method for solving problems of this type should 

preserve and exploit this structure. This is the purpose of our tools. 

The first tool addresses the problem of linearization. The most commonly 

used approach to solving a kth degree eigenvalue problem of dimension m is to 

linearize it, i.e. to transform it to an equivalent first-degree equation Ar—ABaxr = 

O of dimension km. There are many ways to perform the linearization. The 

following question arises: Can we do the linearization in such a way that the 

structure is preserved? That is, is every kth degree problem (14), subject to 

(15) or (16), equivalent to a first-degree problem 

Ax — Bx = 0 (18) 

with the same structure? In Section 2 we answer the question affirmatively and 

constructively by displaying an equivalent eigenvalue problem (18) with one 

coefficient matrix symmetric and the other skew symmetric. This has the form 

(14) with k = 1 and satisfies (15) or (16). 

The second tool is concerned with the efficient use of the linearization pro- 

duced by the first tool. In Section 3 we present two factorizations 

A-\B=UW (19) 

that facilitate the evaluation of expressions of the form (A — .B)~'x for non- 

eigenvalues js and vectors x. This allows the use of the shift-and-invert strategy 

in conjunction with Krylov subspace methods for solving the eigenvalue problem 

for A— AB. 

The usual way to shift and invert a pencil is to apply the operator (A — 

uB)~'B. The extra B on the right here stands in the way of preservation of 

Hamiltonian structure. Fortunately, so long as mk is even, since B is real, it is 

always possible to factor B into a product B = R’ JR, where J = | , ; | 

and R is essentially triangular [4, 2]. R can be computed by an O(n?) algorithm 

that uses complete pivoting for stability. Also if the matrix R is large and 

sparse then sparse factorization techniques can be derived, similar to those 

in sparse LU factorizations. Using this factorization, we can transform the 

problem Az—ABzx = 0 to (J-'R-T AR !-XI) Re = 0, withH = J-'R-TAR!



Hamiltonian. Then the shift-and-invert operation is applied to (H — pJ)7! = 

R(A — »B)-'R?" J, using the factorization (19) to apply (A — wB)7!. 

Once we have the means to apply the operators (H — pI) and (H — pl)~! 

efficiently, we can also apply the real skew-Hamiltonian operators 

(H — pl) (H+ pl)" 

  (H = wl) (HB) (A+ wl) (H+ BD) 
and the real symplectic operators 

(H — pl) (H+ pl) 

(H — wl) "(H+ wl)(H — FL) '(H + 7), 

and we can therefore apply the structure-preserving Krylov subspace algorithms 

that were presented in [12]. 

In Section 4 we present a numerical example that illustrates the use of the 

tools. 

Much of what we have to say can be extended to complex matrices. However, 

the real case is of much greater interest for both the theory and the applications, 

so we will restrict ourselves to that case. 

2 A Structure-Preserving Linearization 

Any kth degree eigenvalue problem of dimension m x m can be transformed 

to a first-degree eigenvalue problem of dimension mk x mk. This well-known 

procedure is commonly called linearization [6]. Our task here is to perform a 

linearization that preserves the alternating structure. 

Theorem 3 Consider the polynomial eigenvalue problem P(A)v = 0 given by 

(14) with either Mf = (—1)'M; or Mf? = (-1)"*1 Mj and with My nonsingular. 

Then the pencil A— \B € C™™* | where 

  

0 |-M, —M3; —M, --- —M, 
0 M3 M4, 0 

A= a) —M, 0 (20) 

0 tM, 0 0 0   

and 

  

 



  has the same eigenvalues as P. Here +My, is shorthand for (—1)*~'M,. If 

Mj} = (-1)'Mj, then A is symmetric and B is skew symmetric. If MJ = 

(—1)'+!M;, then B is symmetric and A is skew symmetric. If P(A)v =0, then 

   
  

[ ve ut wee Roly? |’ is an eigenvector of A— XB. 

Proof. Introduce new variables v1, ..., vg, by v = v1, va = Avi, v3 = Ava, 

+5 Up = Avg_1. Then the equation P(A)v = 0 is clearly equivalent to 

—Mo 0 --- O V1 UI 

V2 
. (22) 

: . : . : Ve—-1 

0 I Uk I 0 Uk 

This is nothing new; it is the standard linearization procedure [6]. The matrices 

in (22) have no special structure. To obtain from (22) a pencil that does have 

structure, simply multiply on the left by 

  

  

This clearly yields the pencil A—AB specified by (20) and (21). Our assumption 

that M;, is nonsingular guarantees that (23) is nonsingular. Thus A — AB is 
strictly equivalent to (22). O 

What do we gain from this theorem? The pencil (22) has the same eigen- 
values as the kth degree pencil P(A). In particular, the Hamiltonian symmetry 

of the eigenvalues holds so long as the coefficients M; are alternately symmetric 

and skew symmetric. However, it is difficult for a numerical method to exploit 

this structure, since the large matrices that comprise the pencil do not have 

any easily identified structure whose preservation will guarantee that the spe- 

cial form of the spectrum will be preserved. In contrast, the pencil A — AB 

specified by (20) and (21) does have easily exploitable structure. The fact that 

one of A and B is symmetric and the other is skew symmetric forces the {A, —A} 

pairing of the eigenvalues. By using a numerical algorithm that exploits this 

structure, we can guarantee that the pairing is preserved. 

Example 5 If we apply Theorem 3 to the quadratic eigenvalue problem (5), we 

obtain the symmetric/skew-symmetric pencil 

[oo ar} aL ear 0]; 
If we then multiply by —J, we obtain the SHH pencil 

[eo] leu] 
This is essentially the linearization that was used in [12].



Theorem 3 does not depend on the alternating symmetry and skew symme- 

try of the M;; it is valid regardless of the structure of the coefficients. However, 

the result is not particularly useful if the coefficients do not alternate. In cases 

where the coefficient matrices are either all symmetric or all skew symmetric, 

we can get a (perhaps) better result by stripping the minus signs from (23). The 

pencil obtained by transforming with this modified matrix is A- AB, where 

    

and 

M, M3 M,- M, 0 
. Mz; My 0 0 
B=) mM, 0 0 

M, 0 O «+ 0 0 

If all M; are symmetric, then both A and B are symmetric. If all M; are skew 

symmetric, then both A and B are skew symmetric. 

Example 6 The numerical solution of vibration problems by the dynamic ele- 

ment method [18, 17, 18] leads to cubic eigenvalue problems 

MF3u + \? Fou + AF Lv + Fov = 0 

in which Fr = F; for alli. 

3 Factorizations of the Linearized Pencil 

We provide two factorizations of (A — »B)~!. The first is valid for all finite ps 

and is suitable for use if |u| is not too big. The second is valid for all nonzero 

ys and is suitable for use when | | is not too small. 

First Factorization 

Our first factorization will make use of the auxiliary polynomials P; (i) = Mg, 

P2() = 2 My + pMy_1, and, in general, 

j 

Pi(u) = So My ji. 
i=1 

10



Theorem 4 Let A— AB be as in Theorem 3. Then, for any nonzero pL, 

A-—pB=UW, 

where 
I opl 

I opl 

U= . (24) 

I opl 

I 

and 

(25) 

  

  

  +P, (11) +My, 0 0 vee 0   

Proof. Multiply U by W, and use the relationships Pj11() = u(P;() + 
M,—;) and P(u) = Px() + Mo to verify that the product is A—B. O 

We derived the factorization by performing block row operations on A—B, 

from bottom to top, to eliminate the yz terms from all but the first column. 

Another way to proceed is to exploit the low displacement rank (Hankel-like 

structure) of A — ~B. Let Z denote the block shift matrix 

0 TL 

Z= we 26 OT (26) 

0 

Then A = Cy + AZ’ Z, where Cp consists entirely of zeros, except that its first 

block column is the same as that of A. Similarly B = C, — ZAZ"Z. Thus 

A-pB = (Co—pC,)+(I4+pZ)AZ? Z. Letting C(w) = (1+uZ)~!(Co—pC1), we 

have A—pB = (I+pZ)(C(u) + AZ" Z). We then easily check that U =I+pZ 
and W = O(p) + AZ? Z. 

Example 7 In Example 5 we linearized the quadratic eigenvalue problem (5) 

to obtain 
—-K 0 G M 

A~ B= | 0 _u|- | iy 0 
Applying Theorem 4 to this pencil, we get 

_{| 7 wl} } —P(u) 0 
A-uB=| || uM M |° 

Expanding this to 

sve [ FM aL 8 
we have essentially the factorization that was used in [12]. 

11



The decomposition A — 4B = UW can be used to evaluate (A — wB)~!x 

for any vector x by two backsolves, one with the simple triangular matrix U 

(24), and one with the essentially block triangular W (25). Execution of the 

latter requires that we be able to solve linear systems with coefficient matrices 

P(y) and My. If these matrices are large (but not too large) and sparse, we can 

perform sparse LU decompositions of P(j) and M,, for this step. The decom- 

position of M; needs to be done only once and can then be used repeatedly; 

that of P(1) needs to be done only once for each choice of shift ju. 

Second Factorization 

Our second factorization will make use of partial sums P;(j:) defined by 

Pi(u) = » ui M;. 

Theorem 5 Let A— A.B be as in Theorem 3. Then, for any nonzero p, 

A-pwB= LV, 

where 
pL 

I oul 

L= Lo opl (28) 

I opl 

and 

—y'Pi(u) | -—Ma —M3 —My --- —My 

(29) 

  

  

  

Proof. Verify that LV = A — uB by direct multiplication. O 

We derived this factorization by performing block row operations on A—wB, 

from top to bottom. Just as for the previous result, it is also possible to derive 

the factorization by using the displacement structure of the pencil. Letting Z be 

the shift matrix (26) as before, we have A= Co+ Z’ZBZ and B=C,-ZBZ. 

Thus A — wB = (Cy — uC) + (ul + Z7)(ZBZ) = (ul + Z")(C(u) + ZBZ), 
where C(j) = (uJ + Z7)—!(Cy — C1). One easily checks that L = pI + Z7 
and V = C(u) + ZBZ. 

The decomposition A — 1B = LV can be used to evaluate (A — wB)~!x 

for any vector x in essentially the same way as the UW decomposition from 

Theorem 4 can. 

12



4 Numerical Example 

We built quartic eigenvalue problems 

(\* My + \3.M3 + X27 Mz + AM, + Mo)v = 0, 

in which the M; are matrices of order m = 7” by a tensor product construction. 

Let N denote the m x m nilpotent Jordan block 

and define My = ¢(4Iin +N +N), My =N-—NT, Mp = —-(2I, -N-—N*), 
M3 = M,, and My = —Mb. Then we set 

M; = clip, @ Mj + c2M; ® Ip, 1=0,...,4, (30) 

where the coefficients ¢;; are positive constants. 

If we take m = 8 and 

col = 0.6, Cco20 = 1.3, 

qq, = 1.3, C2 = 0.1, 

cy = O41, co = 12, (31) 
C3, = 1.0, C32 = 1.0, 

C4, = 1.2, C420 = 1.0, 

then we obtain a 64 x 64 quartic pencil, whose 256 eigenvalues are shown in 

Figure 1. These were computed by applying Matlab’s eig command to the 

256 x 256 matrix pencil (20,21), ignoring all structure, at a cost of 2.5 x 10° 

flops. 

Now let us see how to use our tools to compute a portion of the spectrum at 

much lower cost. Suppose we want to compute the ten eigenvalues in the right 

half plane closest to the target 4 = 0.2. (The triangles in Figure 1 are tj.) We 

begin with the structured matrix pencil of Theorem 3. Then we factorize the 

skew-symmetric matrix B of (21) into a product R? JR using the algorithm of 

[2]. This costs about 6 x 10° flops. Let H = J7R~? AR“!, where A is as in (20). 

Then H is a 256 x 256 Hamiltonian matrix with the same eigenvalues as our 

quartic pencil. We can then compute the eigenvalues of H near tu by applying 

the skew-Hamiltonian, isotropic, implicitly-restarted Arnoldi (SHIRA) process 

to the operator 

  

  

(H+ pl) \(H-pl) + =R(A+ pB) 1 B(A- pB) ' RES. 

To evaluate (A — wB)~! and (A+ uB)~!, we use the factorizations given by 

Theorem 4. The factorizations associated with 4 and —y are nearly identical, 

and one can be derived easily from the other. Thus we effectively need only 

one factorization, not two. 

13
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Figure 1: Eigenvalues of 64 x 64 quartic pencil 

After six iterations (restarts) of SHIRA, we obtain the ten eigenvalues 

0.26911679691707 + 0.2369908023839 71 

0.80485201994929 + 0.220448968829502 

0.36415010890855 + 0.188363837242101 

0.28482938330157 + 0.255205421896202 

0.32213982608839 + 0.240048282466322   
all of which are correct to 11 or more decimal places. These are the ten eigen- 

values of the quartic pencil that are closest to 4. We have actually found twenty 

eigenvalues in all, since the reflections of these ten eigenvalues in the left half- 

plane are also eigenvalues. The total cost of this SHIRA run is about 1.34 x 10” 

flops. 

When we factorized the skew-symmetric matrix B as a product R’ JR, 

we ignored the fact that B has a displacement structure. In problems where 

the order of the polynomial is high, the efficiency of the method might be 

improved by designing a method that makes use of this extra structure. Since 

the polynomials that we have considered so far have only a low degree, we have 

not investigated this possibility. 

5 Conclusions 

We have developed two tools for analyzing polynomial eigenvalue problems 

with Hamiltonian structure. The first tool is a structure-preserving lineariza- 

tion technique that reduces the matrix polynomial to a matrix pencil with 

Hamiltonian structure. The second tool is a factorization of the pencil that fa- 

cilitates evaluation of expressions of the form (A — 4B)~'z and thereby allows 

14



the use of the shift-and-invert strategy in conjunction with Krylov subspace 

methods. We have shown how to use these tools in conjunction with the fac- 

torization technique for skew-symmetric matrices and the skew-Hamiltonian 

isotropic implicitly-restarted Arnoldi process (SHIRA) [12] to compute eigen- 

values of matrix polynomials with Hamiltonian structure. Some important open 

problems remain to be studied. One topic is a structured perturbation analy- 

sis of the linearized versions of pencils compared with the original polynomial 

problem. In general, this analysis does not come out in favor of the linearized 

problem, see [16], but the extra structure may improve the results. The other 

topic is that of descriptor systems, where the leading coefficient of the polyno- 

mial is singular. In this case many theoretical and numerical difficulties arise 

already in the case of linear polynomials, see [11, 10]. 
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